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Strgct Railway Reports (Annotated). Vol. VII, pp. 1022. Mat-
thew Bender & Company. Albany, N. Y.
A new volume is added to this valuable compilation of Federal
and State decisions, covering in a thorough manner important
cases in which street railways and electric railways generally are
involved. It contains an index to the special notes in the entire
set and has an adeqtate general index.
P.R.B.
Guide to the Law and Legal Literature of Germany. By Edwin
M. Borchard, Law Librarian, Library of Congress. Washing-
ton. Government Printing Office. 1912. pp. 226.
The Guide under review was intended to fill the need that hqs
grown qp with the industrial revolution and the increase of inter-
patipnal commerce, of an explanatory treatise on the legal situa-
tion in the German Empire-the start in a series of guides to for-
eign law, The title of the work is somewhat misleading; for in
scope it is not a guide to German Law, as such, but is rather a
history and a compilation of German legal bibliography.
The author however has succeeded in what he has specially
undertaken. He has compiled a very complete digest of the
German codes, devoting an interesting section to the great Civil
Cpde, which was compiled in 1877 along with the Federal Code
Qf Criminal Procedure, a Federal Judiciary Act, and a Bankruptcy
Act. Dr. Fisher authoritatively states, with reference to the
Civil Code:
Q'Nevpr yet has so much first rate brain power been put into ar
act of legislatqn."
The commercial and industrial codes of the empirp are, in turn
considered. Withal, Mr. Borchard shows plainly the German
legal situation, where decisions as precedents play a very small
part, and where statutes and customs, both national and local,
serve as high signs for the investigator.
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The pragtical value pf the volume lies in its copious citations
and regferences to stapdard wprks pn German Law. A valuable
glossary 9f German legal terms is provided for use with the index.
F,R.
Handbook of the Law of Banks and Banking. By Francis B
Tiffany. St. Paul. West Publishing Company. 1912. pp. 669.
While this book is one of the Hornbook series, it is designed for
the use of practitioner§ rather than law students. With this view
in mind the author has covered such practical questions as are
compatible with a brief presentation 9f the spbject. The notes
contain very full citation of cases, and are supplemented by refer-
ences tp the Century and Decenni4 (Key-Number) Digests. By
thes@ references one who uses the book will be able to find addi-
tional cases on the ppint to which the note refers, and will also
have at his ,pmmand cases which may be tried later and found in
the digests.
Tn treating the subj~ct the author hgs limited himself largely
t9 the |gW governing the bpsiness tranislated by banks and bankers.
He .hgs entered the general field of orpqratiop law only where
the 1gW pf ba king corporations seemed'to require special atten-
The brief compass of the book would not allow a discussion
of the many varying provisions of state statutes on the subject of
banking. However, the field of national banks has been covered, as
Well-gs Federal statutes relating to the law of banking. In an
appendix are printed the National Bank Act, together with other
pr0vi§iolls of the Federal statutes on this subject. This appendix
indud@§ historical and explanatory notes by the editorial staff of
the publishr§,
The Negotigble Instruments Act, insqfgr as it relates to the
an.kg business, is referred to, qr the a!4thor points out the
chgflg§ iltrodliced by it into the law concerning checks and other
negptiabe instruments.
In scgpp of subject and method of treatment the book is an
admirable one, and should be of great value to the practitioner as
a reference bobk. At the same time, as a compact presentation
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of the law of banks and banking, with statements of general prin-
ciples in black letter type, it should prove useful to the-studexit.
I.M,E.
Power of Federal Judiciary Over Legislation. By J. Hampden
Dougherty. G. P. Putnam's Sons. The Knickerbocker Press.
New York. pp. 125.
The modern assailants of judicial power will find little comfort
in this volume. It consists mainly in a clear and able presenta-
tion of convincing evidence that the power of the courts to over-
ride laws repugnant to the spirit of the Constitution was directly
contemplated by the framers of that instrument.
It is apparent that the author has made a careful study and
comparison of the debates in the Federal Convention of 1787 and
in the State Ratifying Conventions that followed. He does not
rest his case here, but proceeds with a discussion of other evidence
in support of his position.
While it is a rule of Constitutional construction that the intent
of the framers must be determined solely from the instrument
itself, the contrary course has recently been taken by the advocates
of the judicial recall fallacy. Their enthusiasm does not allow
them to regard historical data with much patience, and it is surely
in the interests of public enlightenment that this impartial study of
a vital question is presented in popular form.
A particularly interesting part of this essay is that in which the
author exposes the erroneous conclusions which have been drawn
from the fact that the Constitutional Convention voted down a
proposal to create a Council of Revision, granting the members a
veto power co-extensive with that of the President. It is shown
quite clearly that it was the form, and not the principle, which
caused opposition and the defeat of the idea suggested. The
statements made on the floor of the convention by those hostile to
any form of appeal from legislative enactments are quoted effec-
tively to indicate that a clear realization of the theory of a judicial
veto was in the minds of those present, whether favorable or
opposed to the principle.
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It is to be hoped that this volume will find a large audience and
thereby perform a great public service in tending to limit the effect
of many ill-considered statements bearing upon the power given
to the judiciary by the Constitution of the United States.
P,R.B.
Comparative Legal Philosophy Applied fo Legal Institutions.
By Luigi Miraglia, Professor of the Philosophy of Law in the
University of Naples. Translated from the Italian by John
Lisle, of the Philadelphia Bar. With an introduction by Albert
Kocourek, Lecturer on Jurisprudence in Northwestern Univer-
sity. Modern Legal Philosophy Series: III. Boston. The
Boston Book Company. 1912. pp. xl, 793.
Philosophy of Law, the highest and yet the most fundamental
of legal studies, has heretofore been almost wholly neglected by
American lawyers. This fact, and its concomitant result, the
"experimentalism" found in our law, are seriously to be regretted.
One reason for their existence has been the lack in the English
language of writers and books on legal philosophy. To provide
a remedy, the Association of American Law Schools in i9io
appointed a committee "to arrange for the translation and publica-
tion of a series of continental masterworks on jurisprudence and
philosophy of law". This series, as proposed, will contain thir-
teen volumes. We have before us No. III.
The present volume is really the third and enlarged edition of
Professor Miraglia's work, "The Fundamental Principles of the
Various Systems of Legal Philosophy, and Hegel's Ethico-Juridi-
cal Doctrines", with its title simplified. The book commences
with a brief survey of the development of philosophy, presenting
the basic principles of the leading philosophies. The author then
launches into the general part of his subject. After explaining
the meaning of Philosophy of Law and its position in the realm
of knowledge, he discusses with much detail and discrimination
the proper conception of law, at the same time sketching "with a
free hand the organism of legal institutions according to the prin-
ciples of reason". In the second half of the book in a similarly
careful manner each of the various institutions of the private law
of modern society are separately treated. The author's method
of disquisition is thorough and penetrating. The constant refer-
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ences to other writers and thinkers, either favorable or critical, do
much to illumine the work. The scope and variety of these
references show that Professor Miraglia delved into legal phil-
osophy to its furthest known depths. Commendation also of the
work of the translator should not be omitted, because of its clear-
ess and perspicuity.
Our legal profession should acquaint themselves -with The
Modern Legal Philosophy Series at the earliest opportunity. Since
Italy has furnished more literature on the subject than any other
country, and since the volume before us is an Italian "master-
work" and includes an historical survey, we believe it to be an
excellent book for the practitioner who cannot find time to go into
the entire series. Before the dangers and problems which con-
front our law and legal profession can be properly met, American
lawyers will have to become students of legal philosophy, and
thereby learn how to face with scientific analysis such questions
as, what is the proper remedy for the amassing of our case law,
or for the great amount of experimental legislation which is being
continually brought forth. We congratulate the profession on
having this series at their disposal.
H. C. C.
Law and Practice of General Average in the United States. By
William R. Coe. Privately printed. New York. 1912. pp.
vii, 10I.
This is a summary of the law and practice of general average
in the United States. The book is designed especially as a guide
for the average adjuster. It was originally prepared as an
appendix to the fifth edition of Loundes's English treatise on
General Average, and is here reprinted for private circulation.
The subject is treated briefly and clearly. This is a manual con-
spicuous for its practicalness. Phases of general average which are
rarely met with are not taken up. One or two unsettled but import-
ant points are discussed, with an opinion as to how on principle they
should be decided. The unsatisfactoriness of the existing law as
applied to the "Negligence General Average Clause" inserted in
many bills of lading, is pointed out. 'Many leading cases are
discussed individually. The references to authorities are not
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exhaustive, but seem to include most of the more important and
stronger cases. An appendix contains the Rules of Practice of
The Association of Average Adjusters of the United States; The
York-Antwerp Rules, i89o; and The Harper Act, passed by
Congress February 13, 1893. It is interesting to note that Mr.
Coe concludes "there is little difference in regard to general prin-
ciples between the American and English law of general average".
(Page 27.)'
H. C. C.
